Abstract
Introduction
Mammographic density is well known as an independent risk factor for breast cancer [1] [2] [3] [4] , but the biologic basis for the mammographic densities to increase cancer risk is not fully understood. Dense tissues in mammography are associated with increased epithelial cellular concentration and stromal fibrosis [5] . A fundamental question that has yet to be answered is whether cancers tend to arise in mammographically dense tissue. Among few studies exploring the question, one study showed that ductal carcinoma in situ occurs overwhelmingly in the mammographically dense areas, suggesting that some aspect of glandular/stromal tissue comprising the dense tissue directly influences the carcinogenic process [6] . A recent study also noted that tumors arise predominantly within the radiodense breast tissue [7] .
Many studies have shown that the incidence of breast cancer is much higher in the upper outer (UO) quadrant of the breast than in the other three quadrants [8] [9] [10] . A study [9] consisting of 746 consecutive breast core biopsies noted 62% of 349 malignant lesions (95% confidence interval 57-67%) occurred in the UO quadrant. An adequate explanation for this asymmetric rate of cancer within the breast has never been established. Because breast cancer is predominantly occurring within dense tissue, it was speculated that the differences in density among four quadrants might explain the differences in the cancer occurrence rate. Quadrant or local breast density based on mammography has been proposed before [2, 6, 7] . However, Vachon et al. found that accounting for overall percentage density, density in the region where the cancer subsequently developed was not a significant risk factor [2] . Because mammography acquires two-dimensional (2D) projection images, it cannot provide a reliable assessment of density in four quadrants, and also, it is not able to provide quantitative dense tissue volume.
Breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) acquires 3D volumetric images that show a good contrast between fibroglandular and fatty tissues, and many segmentation methods have been developed and shown capable of analyzing breast volume (BV) and fibroglandular tissue volume (FV) quantitatively [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, to date, there has not been any report to divide one breast into four quadrants and measure density, presumably due to the lack of well-defined landmarks in the breast. In this work, we presented an objective method to separate a breast into four quadrants, based on the nipple alone in the original MRI space coordinates, or the reoriented breast based on the nipple to the centroid line. The centroid, or the center of mass (COM), was calculated from the segmented breast in the 3D space. After the separation, the BV, FV, and percent density (PD) in each of the four quadrants were measured.
Because there are no other established imaging modalities capable of providing quantitative BV and FV to serve as the ground truth, it also is not possible for a human observer to visually divide a breast into four quadrants and provide qualitative assessments for comparison, therefore it is difficult to validate the quadrant separation results obtained in this MRI study. As an alternative, we will compare the BV in the corresponding quadrant of the left and the right breasts of healthy women as a precision test [20] . Many factors may affect the shape of breast in the MRI examination; therefore, simply dividing a breast into four quadrants based on the nipple in the imaging space may lead to a high variation in the left to right comparison. We are expecting that dividing the quadrants based on the nipple-centroid line of the breast can achieve a better standardization and yield a higher correlation in the left to right comparison. After the four breast quadrants are separated, the FV and the PD in different quadrants are measured and compared.
Materials and Methods

Study Subjects
Fifty-eight healthy Asian women (range 20-61, mean 34 years old) were included in this study. These subjects came from two previous studies of breast density using healthy volunteers, 30 women from a menstrual cycle study [18] , and 28 women from an MR scanner study [19] . Of them, 47 were pre-menopausal and 11 were post-menopausal women. The Body Mass Index (BMI) ranged from 17.1 to 33.1 (mean ± SD, 21.3 ± 3.1). At the time of participation in this study, they were all healthy without any breast-related symptoms. In addition, none of them had been diagnosed with any breast diseases. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board and was Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-compliant. All subjects provided written informed consent.
MRI Acquisition
All MRI studies were performed on a 1.5-T MR scanner (Siemens, Somatom, Erlangen, Germany) with a four-channel flat-bed breast coil. The subject was carefully positioned into the coil in a straight prone position (facing down), and the breast tissues were pulled down into the open coil space. Because the purpose of this study was to measure breast density and not to diagnose lesions, the MR studies were performed without the injection of contrast agent. In 30 women (menstrual cycle study), MR T1-weighted images were acquired using the 3D non-fat-suppressed gradient echo pulse sequences. The imaging parameters were field of view = 350 mm, slice thickness = 2 mm, repetition time/echo time = 11/4.7 milliseconds, flip angle = 20°, and matrix size = 256 × 256. In another 28 women (MR scanner study), MR T1-weighted images were acquired using a 2D fast spin echo pulse sequence. The imaging parameters were repetition time/ echo time = 650/9.8 milliseconds, parallel imaging with Sensitivity-Encoding (SENSE) factor = 2, slice thickness = 2 mm, slice gap = 0, phase encoding Right-Left (R-L), bandwidth per pixel = 181 Hz, field of view = 330 mm, number of signal average = 1, and imaging matrix = 330 × 384 (660 × 768 with interpolation). Although different imaging sequences were used in these two studies, the contrast between dense and fatty tissues was comparable on acquired images, and both were excellent for dense tissue segmentation.
Whole Breast and Fibroglandular Tissue Segmentation
The whole breast and the fibroglandular tissue within each breast were segmented using a computer-based algorithm. Detailed step-bystep procedures and illustration examples, as well as segmentation reproducibility and error analysis results based on radiologists' correction, were given in four methodology papers published before [11] [12] [13] [14] . Because the breast was connected with the body without a clear boundary, one major task was to determine the superior, inferior, and the posterior-lateral boundaries so the breast could be separated from the body using a standardized criterion. The superior and inferior boundaries of the breast (that is, where the breast begins and ends) were determined by comparing the thickness of breast fat layer with the body fat layer. For the posterior-lateral boundary, in this study, we used a horizontal line through the sternum to perform the initial cut, and the fatty tissue above this line was considered as breast fat (procedures and examples shown in [13] ). Because a flat-bed breast coil was used, and the subjects were small Asian women, the posterior breast laid flat on the coil and a horizontal line determined on the basis of the slice of the sternum could be applied to all imaging slices of this data set and defined as the z = 0 plane shown in Figure 1 . After the three boundaries were determined, the key steps for breast segmentation were given as follows: 1) identify the chest wall muscle by applying the Fuzzy C-means clustering and b-spline curve fitting (examples are shown in [11] [12] [13] [14] ); 2) separate the left and the right breasts by using a vertical line perpendicular to the sternum in the middle of the bilateral breasts [13] ; 3) exclude the skin along the breast boundary by applying dynamic searching [11] ; 4) correct the bias field and intensity nonuniformity (since a surface breast coil was used) by applying the nonparametric nonuniformity normalization plus Fuzzy C-means algorithm for segmentation of fibroglandular tissue and fatty tissue (detailed procedures and examples are shown in [12] ). After the breast was segmented and the intensity correction procedures were completed, the next job was to separate the fibroglandular and fatty tissues using the k-means clustering. When non-fat-suppressed images were analyzed, we have tested different settings and found that by using a total cluster number of 6, the lower three clusters for the fibroglandular tissue and the higher three clusters for the fatty tissue, this setting worked very well for most breast MRI data sets. A detailed description about the testing of the setting was given in [11] , and many examples of the segmentation quality were shown in [12] [13] [14] and other breast density publications of our group.
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Breast Separation into Four Quadrants
Classification of Breast Quadrants. A single breast can be divided into four quadrants: UO, upper inner (UI), lower outer (LO), and lower inner (LI) by two perpendicular planes intersected at the nipple. In MRI, the breasts are imaged using a 3D volumetric acquisition and shown as a stack of images; therefore, it can be reconstructed as a 3D object represented with coordinates. In this study, the coordinate in the left/right (L/R) direction is represented by x, in the superior/ inferior direction it is represented by y, and in the anterior/posterior (A/P) direction it is represented by z. The nipple location was visually marked by a trained operator and recorded as {x_nipple, y_nipple, z_nipple} based on the center of the nipple. The nipple was clearly visible on MRI, and there was very little room for observer variation. After the nipple coordinate was defined, as a very simple approach based on the original imaging space coordinates, we used the y_nipple to separate the upper region (superior, y N y_nipple) and the lower region (inferior, y b y_nipple). The perpendicular plane based on x_nipple was used to separate the inner (x b x_nipple) and the outer (x N x_nipple) for the left breast and reversed for the right breast. After the separation, the BV in each quadrant was calculated. Then, on the basis of the segmented fibroglandular tissue in each separated quadrant, the FV was calculated. The PD in each quadrant can then be calculated as the ratio of FV/BV.
Breast Orientation Correction Based on Centroid. The simple method described above did not consider the orientation (or tilt) of the breast; therefore, the regional separation done using that way would be heavily dependent on how the breast was positioned into the MR coil (in a prone position). If it was freely hanging with the centroid and the nipple aligning at the same (x, y) location, then the separation could be done on the basis of the nipple alone. However, in most cases, they were not aligned, and a reorientation algorithm could be applied to perform the quadrant separation based on the corrected planes. The centroid, or COM, was calculated from the segmented breast in the 3D space. Depending on the angle of the centroid-nipple line, a simple volume-preserving Affine transformation was applied (see the example shown in Figure 1 ). The horizontal line through the sternum used to perform the initial cut was defined as the z = 0 plane, and voxels on each plane along the z-axis would be shifted by the amount of {dx, dy} on the L/R direction and superior/ inferior direction and no movement along the A/P direction. After the reorientation based on the nipple-centroid line was done, the four quadrants could be separated, and the BV, FV, and PD in each quadrant after correction were calculated. Figure 2 illustrates two cases, one case without much shift and another case with a substantial shift after the correction.
Statistical Analyses
The quality of the quadrant separation without correction and after nipple-centroid line reorientation is evaluated on the basis of the bilateral symmetry between the left and the right breasts of these healthy women as a precision test. The BV in each quadrant in the left and right breasts of the same woman was measured. For each quadrant, the concordance correlation coefficient using all 116 breasts was calculated [21] , and the Bland-Altman plot was done [22] to quantitatively evaluate the symmetry. Concordance correlation coefficient is a number between 0 and 1. A value closer to 1 indicates a higher symmetry. For Bland-Altman method, 95% limits of agreement between each quadrant of the bilateral breasts (average difference ± 2 SD of the difference) were computed. The smaller the range between these two limits the better the agreement is, indicating a higher level of symmetry. Wilcoxon signed-rank test [23] was used to compare the FV and the PD measured in different quadrants of the same breast of the same woman. P b .05 was considered as significant. Figure 3 shows the correlation of separated BV in each quadrant of the left and the right breasts before and after correction. The data points are falling closer to the unity line after correction, demonstrating that the symmetry is improved. Table 1 summarizes the left to right concordance correlation coefficients of BV in the four quadrants before and after the correction. Figure 4 shows the Bland-Altman plots comparing the symmetry of BV in each quadrant before and after correction. The range and the variance of the percentage difference became smaller after correction. The 95% limits of agreement of BV in each quadrant measured between the left and right breasts before and after correction are also shown in Table 1 . The correlation and agreement for the measured BV in each of the four quadrants are all improved after the standardization by using the nipple-centroid line. 
Results
Comparison of Breast Symmetry before and after Correction
Measurements of BV, FV, and PD in Each Quadrant
Comparison of FV and PD between Different Quadrants
After the quadrant separation, the FV was measured in each quadrant of all 116 breasts, and the PD was calculated as a ratio of FV/BV using respective results measured in each quadrant. Because the correction recategorized breast tissues from the upper breast to the lower breast, the correction effect on FV was similar to that of BV, showing decreased FV in the upper breast and increased FV in the lower breast, as shown in Table 2 . The PD was calculated as a ratio, and it did not change much after correction. The comparison of FV and PD in different quadrants of the same breast in the same woman was analyzed using the pair-wise Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The analysis was done on the basis of 58 left breasts, 58 right breasts, and combined 116 breasts, respectively. As shown in Table 2 , among the four separated quadrants, the mean PD is the highest in the LO quadrant (significantly higher than in the other three quadrants) and the lowest in the UO quadrant (significantly lower than in the other three quadrants).
Discussion
The cancer occurrence rate is much higher in the UO quadrant than in the other three quadrants, but there is very little evidence to explain this regional differential rate [8] [9] [10] . Many studies have investigated the association of mammographic density with breast cancer risk and found it to be a strong independent risk factor [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, the conclusion is mainly reached on the basis of large epidemiology studies from a statistical perspective, and the most noticeable difference in risks is between women with extremely dense breast compared to women with almost entirely fatty breast [24] [25] [26] [27] . The current knowledge and direct evidence regarding whether breast tumors arise directly within the dense breast tissue is still lacking [2, 6, 7] . Because breast density is a strong risk factor, investigation of the distribution of regional breast density in four different quadrants may help our understanding about its involvement in the much higher cancer incidence rate found in the UO quadrant [7] . As the first step to address this question, a quantitative method that can reliably separate a breast into four quadrants on the basis of internal landmarks within the breast is required.
In this study, we proposed a quantitative method using the nipple and the centroid, or the COM, of the segmented 3D breast to measure volumetric breast density in four quadrants. A group of 58 Translational Oncology Vol. 8, No. 4, 2015 Quantification of Quadrant Breast Density Fwu et al.
healthy normal women was used in this study, so we could use the left to right symmetry as a precision test to investigate the quadrant separation effect using our proposed method. The results showed that the breast separation using the corrected planes based on the nipple and centroid has a higher left to right symmetry compared to results obtained using the nipple alone, as reflected in a higher concordance correlation coefficient and 95% limits of agreement in the BlandAltman plot. On the basis of the separation using the nipple-centroid line, we found closer BVs in the four quadrants compared to the separation using the nipple alone and that the FV and the PD were the highest in the LO quadrant and the lowest in the UO quadrant among the four quadrants.
Only a few studies investigating quadrant breast density on mammography were reported [2, 6] , and so far there has not been any study to report quadrant breast density on breast MRI. On the craniocaudal view (CC) and mediolateral oblique (MLO) view mammography, each image could be divided into two regions. Because a projection image was acquired, the boundary of the chest wall on MLO could be easily recognized on the basis of the pectoralis muscle and the extension of this muscle, which may be used to perform regional division by drawing a perpendicular line through the nipple. For CC view, the edge of the image is assumed to be parallel to the chest wall plane, which is used for regional division by drawing a perpendicular line through the nipple [2] . With this approach, the mammographic quadrant density could be estimated as the average of density assessments from two mammographic areas. For example, the UO quadrant breast density can be calculated as the average of the CC-lateral and MLO-superior density. Obviously, a fundamental problem of this approach is that the density in a specific breast region cannot be measured on the basis of two projection views; particularly when the MLO is taken at 45°angle, which is not optimal to separate the upper and lower breasts. Recently, a study to investigate the relationship of the breast tumor with respect to the location of dense tissue proposed a square-specific density analysis method by generating a virtual 1-cm square grid on a mammogram, but this method is not capable of measuring quadrant density either [7] . MRI acquires 3D images to cover the whole breast, therefore providing a suitable method for regional volumetric measurements. In addition, because the nipple is clearly visible and the COM can be computed from the segmented breast, regional division based on these two landmarks and an assumed flat chest wall (z = 0 plane) provide an objective method for volumetric quantification. Because there is no ground-truth or well-established method for validation of the separated quadrants, to evaluate the robustness of the proposed MR-based method in this study, the symmetry of BV in bilateral breasts of healthy women was used as a precision test [20] . Morphologically, bilateral breasts in a healthy woman can be assumed to be symmetrical to some extent, at least much smaller compared to the person-to-person variations [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . A study [28] to investigate the spatial distribution of density within the breast using 493 mammographic images from a sample of 165 premenopausal women showed that the degree of the spatial clustering of density was similar between a woman's two breasts and did not change with aging. Most mammography studies analyzing breast symmetry were aimed to predict risk of developing cancer [33] [34] [35] . In mammography, different degrees of tissue compression and distortion between the left and the right breasts are likely to occur, and as such, symmetry measures can be confounded by the nature of the imaging procedure itself [31] .
Breast MRI acquires 3D images without compression; in addition, the dedicated breast coil for most clinical scanners uses the flat-bed design, thus the MRI procedure is unlikely to distort the breast tissue and can provide optimal images for symmetrical analysis. It was found that the quadrant separation using the corrected planes based on the tilted angle between nipple and the centroid yields a closer separated quadrant BV and a higher left to right symmetry with improved concordance correlation coefficients. Likewise, in the Bland-Altman plots, the 95% limits of agreement (the range of percentage difference) between bilateral breasts became smaller after the correction. The results suggested that the correction method could take into account the natural orientation difference from person to person (e.g., two cases shown in Figure 1 ), thus providing a more reliable quadrant separation method compared to the method without correction by using the nipple alone. In most cases, the correction recategorized some tissues in the upper breast to the lower breast; therefore, BVs in the UO and UI quadrants decreased after correction, while the BVs in the LO and LI quadrants increased after correction. In contrast, the correction did not recategorize tissues between the inner and outer breast regions much.
The results indicated that when the breasts were positioned into the breast coil, they were not freely hanging (i.e., only being pulled by gravity), rather there was a shift of upper body superiorly relative to the nipple. Therefore, the reorientation based on the tiled angle between the nipple and the centroid could achieve a better positional standardization. It should be noted that the subjects analyzed in this study were slim Asian women with relatively small breasts compared to Caucasian and Hispanic women, and the gravity may not be sufficient to pull the entire breast straightly down. The correction effect may be different in different subject groups. The comparison of the distribution of FV and PD in the four separated quadrants found that the breast density was the lowest in the UO quadrant and the highest in the LO quadrant, which was statistically significant when comparing to the other three quadrants. The motivation for the quadrant separation in this work was to provide a tool for studying the association between the amounts of dense tissue with different cancer occurrence rates in different quadrants; however, they have to be compared using quadrants defined in exactly the same way. The widely reported finding of a higher cancer incidence in the UO quadrant was concluded on the basis of the clinical evaluation and the biopsy location guided by mammography and/or ultrasound imaging, when women were lying on the back in a supine position. Therefore, the body position and the shape of the breast were very different from the prone position used for MRI. As a result, the quadrants separated using the method proposed in this MRI study were not corresponding to the quadrants reported for cancer incidence, and they could not be compared to draw any conclusion yet. Although most of the studies on the quadrant disparity of cancer risk were from the observation of western women [8] [9] [10] , the effect was very strong and this finding was also true in Asian women. We found two papers reporting the site incidence rates around the same time: Darbre [10] found 53.3% cancer in the UO quadrant of women in the Great Britain in 2000, and Chen et al. [36] found 52.3% cancer in the UO quadrant of women enrolled in 2001 to 2002 in a hospital in Taiwan. Although this published study in Taiwan is from a small series, the finding is consistent with our own clinical experience in several hospitals in Taiwan. Therefore, this site disproportionality is very likely not race, or ethnicity, specific. We believe the quadrant separation method reported in this work can provide a very useful tool for investigating the relationship between the quantitative volumetric breast density and the cancer incidence found in MRI, based on exactly the same definition for quadrant separation.
Our study had several limitations. This was a pilot study mainly reporting the development of a standardized quadrant separation method on 3D breast MRI. Only a small number of Asian subjects were included in the analysis. The obtained results in the distribution of quadrant density have to be further validated using more subjects, and it should be noted that results found in this study may not be applicable to a Western cohort that includes women with very diffident body figures and breast sizes. Because there is no commonly agreed well-established method to separate a breast into four quadrants, there is no ground truth for validation in this study. Therefore, we used the left to right symmetry comparison as a precision test. Although it is agreed that the bilateral breasts of healthy women have a high degree of symmetry, yet they are known to be not completely symmetric. Lastly, the method proposed in this work was based on many segmentation procedures that were developed by us using MR images acquired in similar experimental conditions. For example, the images were acquired using a flat-bed breast coil with the chest laying flat on the coil, and the breast tissues pulled down into the open space; therefore, we could use the z = 0 plane as the fixed reference for the affine transformation. When an angled breast coil was used, the orientation of the z = 0 plane would change and our method might not be applicable. In addition, for women with very large breasts, the breast might not completely fall into the open space and the shape might vary substantially depending on how it was positioned. In this situation, it would be very difficult to yield a consistent quadrant separation despite that a standardized method was used.
In summary, in this study, we presented a standardized analysis method to use the nipple and the centroid of the segmented breast to divide a breast into four quadrants. The results showed that the division done using this method has a better left to right quadrant volume symmetry compared to a method based on the nipple alone without the positional correction. We found that the PD in this group of slim Asian women was the lowest in the UO quadrant compared to the three other quadrants; however, because our quadrants were different from those reported in the literature, the density results could not be directly compared to the cancer incidence rates. Further investigation using exactly the same quadrant division method is needed to explore the direct association of quadrant breast density with cancer occurrence risk. With the increasing use of breast MRI for cancer detection and diagnosis, the method proposed in this study may provide a suitable tool for investigating the relationship between quadrant breast density and cancer location detected by MRI.
